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Skyline Transportation Is Improving Truck Driver Health With Rolling
Strong

Rapidly growing use of the Rolling Strong health and wellness app designed for over the road
long haul truck drivers is helping Skyline Transportation drivers stay fit and healthy at home
and on the road

RIVERSIDE, Mo. (PRWEB) February 21, 2020 -- Rolling Strong, the provider of driver wellness programs for
transportation companies and their drivers, as well as owner-operators, today announced that Skyline
Transportation, Inc. is realizing steady adoption of its health and wellness mobile app among drivers and other
personnel.

“Since introducing the Rolling Strong app about three months ago we’ve had over 30 percent of our 160 drivers
and office staff register and begin using the program,” said Bonnie Garrabrant, HR manager at Skyline
Transportation. “We’ve been a family-owned company for more than 65 years, and after our founder passed
away suddenly his family wanted to take extra steps to take care of our family of employees. With Rolling
Strong, we have a partner who is behind us every step of the way as we work to help everyone improve their
health and wellness.

“We believe that our stability and success are driven by the support we can provide to our employees,”
Garrabrant added. “With Rolling Strong, we are able to put their health and wellness first while focusing our
own resources on business needs. They handle a lot of the time-consuming work for us by promoting their app
to drivers through emails, social media and literature. We really like what they’ve done in a very short amount
of time.”

Skyline Transportation is also working to encourage enrollment in the Rolling Strong app through competitions
where company employees can earn prizes for signing up, getting wellness checks, speaking to CDL wellness
coaches who can provide mobile or live support through the platform, and taking steps to improve nutrition,
fitness, sleep, and stress and weight management. Prizes have included gift cards and Fitbit devices.

Founded in 1954 and based in Knoxville, Tennessee, Skyline Transportation is an asset-based carrier that
provides truckload, dedicated fleet, specialized and expedited services. The company offers its drivers
competitive pay and benefits packages, weekly schedules that guarantee home time, and trucks with amenities
that include APUs and EpicVue in-cab satellite TV.

“Prevention is the key to good health and for trucking companies and their employees it could also lead to
lower healthcare costs,” said Stephen Kane, president of Rolling Strong. “Skyline Transportation has had an
exceptional response in registrations for the Rolling Strong platform for those reasons, and the more their
drivers hear about it, the more they will be encouraged to use the app’s capabilities to improve their health and
wellness.”

About Rolling Strong
The provider of driver wellness programs for transportation companies and their drivers and owner-operators,
Rolling Strong promotes behavior change and provides support in the areas of Nutrition, Fitness, Sleep, Stress
Management and Weight Management. Driven by its mission to reverse the declining health of America’s CDL
Drivers and get them home safely, the company offers in-terminal and on-the-road solutions that target health
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improvement. Its customizable programs include the Rolling Strong App for drivers and administrative
reporting capabilities to help carriers and drivers improve compliance with CDL medical requirements and to
implement and manage their wellness initiatives. For more information, visit www.rollingstrong.com.
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Contact Information
Susan Fall
LaunchIt
http://www.launchitpr.com
8584901050

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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